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Abstract
This paper deals with the pursuit of economic indicators
which are calculated in local subordinate companies.
These indicators are imposed by the Board employee
manager contract term. Accounting provides enough
information to calculate them but we put the issue of
prevention of the ability to stay within budget, projected
revenues and expenses, before closing operations of an
accounting period (month, quarter, semester, year).
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Subordinate local companies
A local company is the subordination of self-financed entity
operating under Law No. 31/1990, as amended and the local
authority has more than 50% of shares in the capital. It is a
manifestation of private - public partnership that is aimed at several
aspects such as: decentralization of public services to improve the
quality of benefits to the population, a reduction in the administrative
apparatus of local and territorial public expenditure reduction, a more
efficient utility of resources.
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This type of enterprise within the local economy as a system
with many dimensions: technical-economic dimension, size,
managerial, social dimension, environmental dimension, the financial
dimension.
Although subordinate local companies private, public interest
activities.
In Romania, they are subject to some specific rules on how
management, supply and preventive control.
In terms of governance, the Board concluded a contract with
the company’s manager of fixed-term mandate. The legal basis of
such a contract is GO nr.79/2008.
The annexes to the warrant establishes objectives and
performance criteria to be met.
Traking the objectives of BVC and the performance
criteria
In the case study for this topic data were taken from SC
TARGURI, OBOARE, PIEŢE SA ARAD, a contracting authority for
public service management consisting of food markets in this city.
Below are presented in Annexes 1 and 2 term contract of
general manager of the company in October 2010.
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Annex nr. 1
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Annex nr. 2
Calculation of the overall degree of fulfillment of objectives and
performance criteria

*CA = Turnover
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The two annexes to the indicators shows that there is one column (6)
where the last „weight factor”;. This rate is established the Board and indicates
that the entity manager&#39;s assessment, the indicators are not equal in
importance.
At the end of each month based on accounting information provided
to prepare the income and expenditure and performance indicators against
which to review the meeting the targets.
The data analysis presented shows that the level of October 2010
exceeded the company planned indicators in particular for those with higher
weight, having some problems in recovery.
Possibilities of current tracking objectives
Calculation of the achievement of objectives as outlined above can be
made only after the conclusion of the month for accounting purposes
Why we put the question of how we track and prevent a situation like
the end, after closing operations to ascertain accounting failure indicators. For
this we need some daily operational situations tailored to the specific
company.
As noted in the study has taken the company as activity management
in a municipality markets.
Customers of the company are legal persons that enter into contracts
under which invoices are issued to individuals who receive cash daily. In
accounting revenues are recorded in the analytical market (profit centers) and
type of income. Because the record does not indicate that all income amounts
are received, must be made daily operational situation on the types of revenue
receipts and markets (profit centers).
Such a situation helps us to track average daily employment in the
goals to be achieved.
As for the costs, their pursuit of preventive materials is for the
expenditure through the annual procurement costs for labor and living wage
program. Annual procurement program is intended as provided daily running
EGO 34/2006, there is a correlation between supply, consumption and the
provisions of the income and expenses. Expense items and work life is not a
particular problem to be pursued on remand as changes from one month to
another are easily controllable. A company like that taken in the study of
income from tariffs imposed by the specific food in public they must have
very good liquidity. Any imbalance in this funding can create problems even
though the company recorded a profit.
Therefore, in such an entity, tracking cash flow is imperative.
SCTOP SA cash flows can be calculated daily by the indirect method
as outlined in the following table for October 2010.
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THE SITUATION
Of daily cash flows in October 2010
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The daily analysis of these amounts can lead to optimal cash balance
for the activity to achieve the purposes of the income and expenditure.
If we have excess cash can make investments in short-term deposits
or overdraft from a schedule of receipts and payments by the end of the
month or for a certain period.
If the balance is very high may be an analysis of the annual
investment sources of financing their upside. If the company is short of cash
at certain times of the month to take measures: discussions with suppliers to
defer payments, reduce procurement, freezing investment, attracting shortterm funds, closed / optimization unprofitable centers.
Conclusions
In a company where operative management is ensured by the
contract of mandate is necessary to achieve certain performance measures.
In that report information - optimal management decision for
monthly accounting reports are not sufficient but requires constant
monitoring as possible (daily) certain types of income and expenditure items
with a major influence in the calculation of performance indicators.
For the company that became a case study Synthesis scheme of this
report may look like.

Current
and strategic
decisions

Analysis of strengths, weaknesses and opportunities

Statement of
revenues collected daily

Daily cash flow
statement

Operative informations
Daily execution of
the annual procurement
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Calculation of
performance indicators

Monthly summary
information
The calculation of
investment financing
sources

Annexes to the
balance sheet and
statements

Annual
Information
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In case the company is headed by term contract accounting
information should be useful as reports of personal responsibility
directed towards a center.
Accounting must contribute to the preparation of reports based
on areas of responsibility assigned to managers.
Managerial accounting focuses on reporting activities (no
registration) operational data on expenditure and revenue.
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